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QUESTION: 74
How would an administrator allow an approver to modify a request?

A. Create a custom XaaS form and assign it to the approval policy.
B. Apply a custom property to the approval for the desired attribute.
C. Use a custom action to enable the feature for the approving user.
D. Add a custom property to the virtual machine blueprint specifying the approver.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 75
What is required before an XaaS blueprint can add a user to Active Directory?

A. The Active Directory domain has been added to the VMware Identity Manager.
B. A vRealize Orchestrator Plug-In for Active Directory as an endpoint.
C. A custom property that links the blueprint to Active Directory.
D. The tenant administrator has added the Active Directory domain to the list of
Directories.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 76
The laaS Administrator role includes which two ofthese responsibilities? (Choose two.)

A. Create and manage endpoints.
B. Manage property groups and dictionary.
C. Create and manage reservations.
D. Create and manage fabric groups.

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 77
In all three distributed vRealize Automation architecture designs, which port must be
available to all vRA servers?

A. 5480
B. 8444
C. 5021
D. 8281

Answer: D

QUESTION: 78
What role must an administrator use when adding a third party Identity Provider to
vRealize Automation?

A. System Administrator
B. Business Group Administrator
C. laaS Administrator
D. Tenant Administrator

Answer: D

QUESTION: 79
What are the two possible metric sources for compute resource statistics in vRealize
Automation Reclamation > Tenant Machines? (Choose two.)

A. vRealize Operations
B. VMtools agent
C. vRealize Automation agent
D. vCenter

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 80
What are two prerequisites when integrating vRealize Automation with NSX? (Choose
two.)

A. A vCloud Air endpoint has been created.
B. A vRealize Orchestrator endpoint has been created.
C. A vSphere endpoint with network and security has been created.
D. An NSX endpoint has been created.

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 81
An Infrastructure Architect in vRealize Automation has created a new blueprint and
would like to share it with other users. Which two other roles would this user need to
satisfy this requirement? (Choose two.)

A. Catalog Administrator
B. Business Group Manager
C. Approval Administrator
D. Fabric Administrator

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 82
Which option applies to the machine prefix for a multi-machine vRealize Automation
blueprint?

A. All machines must use the Use group default option for the machine prefix.
B. The machine prefix can be defined as a blueprint property for all machines.
C. The machine prefix can be defined as a dictionary custom property and assigned at
the blueprint property level for all machines.
D. The machine prefix can be different for each machine.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 83
Which two vRealize Automation roles can request and manage Items on behalf of
another user? (Choose two.)

A. Catalog Administrator
B. Tenant Administrator
C. Business Group Manager
D. Support User

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 84
Entitlements are specific to which vRealize Automation containers?

A. Fabric Groups
B. Business Groups
C. Endpoints
D. Tenants

Answer: B

QUESTION: 85
What is one reason snapshots would NOT be available in the Clone from snapshot
window when using the Linked Clone build Action?

A. The source virtual machine should be a virtual machine template.
B. The source virtual machine has multiple snapshots.
C. Data collection must be run for the vSphere Endpoint to retrieve the snapshot
information.
D. Data collection must be run for the Compute Resource to retrieve the snapshot
information.

Answer: B
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